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1. Introduction

The,Purpose f-this,,papet is to lay a basis for and disCussthe coM-'

iyonents pfa syStem, called COMET, designed toobjectively,measure. and
a

a.

eValuatathe compAtency of trainees in military tttaining,enterpriset.

'
COMET is an acronym for "Computerized Objgctiveqieasutement and Eyals-

uatiOn of Trainees."

'These. goals will be accomplished by:

a),describing what the author means by the-terms "measurement

/ i :/\ "objeCtivity,"-and "evaluation,' by indicating systems a ecedent

(

to COMET; and describing the o4jective Binary Measurement Model
t

'(BM) used in the COMET system,

b) deriving and illustrating a new _procedure for estimatingtorig
.

..../ ,,
.,

the parameterS arid fit of the BMM model, 'called the Frequency

of

Ratio Method. (FRM), and

_specifying the component snsystems and their functions, of COMET
, ..:1,----4. ,.

i ..

.,,- .,,.

as well as its goal, objeOtives and practical problems associated

with its implementafion.
1

A detailed numerical example is provid

of COMET's mathematical and statistical aspects.

c<s°
O

to,facilitate understanding

2. Background

By the term "measurement" the author refers to the process by which -
.. .

%
numbeis are assigned to a property of/an entity. 'In training enter-

*

p

prises, the entities re Personnel of trainees whereas the property
i

r

being measured we refer to as. "ehmp tency" in the tining,fie
---- '

.11,
.-tzi

By .the terra' "evaluation" the- a th4 refers to ,the procesS by which ,
IF .

. N. /
-

meAsurements or thelx funcOots

as,iects.of th

are used to charadterize features or

valuated "siivatide or the entities included thereiA.



Far example, we may evaluate-a trainee (entity) during training

(Situation) by process of taking' the difference (function} of his

competency (measurement) as' determine'd at two different stages4of train-

1

Notice that no other value judgment is placed on the evaluation

result in this definition. This was omitted'betauVe the 'value applied

to an evaluation result is not uniqde. It p. different depending upon,

the decision maker add thetdecision'problem wherein the:evaluatiOns

4

d.

63 be utilized for decision purposes.1 If the results are not to be

"

utilized fbr deCisionTurposesthey need _no value judgment component.
. .

By the term "objective" the author means different things depending

upon what is referred to 'There are thiee different senses
a.

term islmased. in this, paper. They are

a) Training Progratv2objec-tivity*

b)Measuremedt Instrument objectivity,,a

4-Measurement model 'parameter objectivi

inWhich the

Training Program Objectivity refers to t e process whereby training

programs are objectively established by mean^ of expressly stated goks

functions and Objectives and are designed and managed by a carefully

e

thought'out, systems apptoach such as that,de elopedAby RUndquise (19p7).

4

Measurement Instrument Objectivity refers Ito protessyhereby a rues-

snrelent instrument (test) is designed to be .f

jectivity in its Administration or-in respbndi

Measurement Model ParameterObjectivity reameasurement model, viz.
the comparison of any two testees may%be

way tTiat no other measurement parameters

two testees, and

are

ee of ambiguity and sub-

g to or scoring its items.

ers to two. propetties of.

carried'ont in such a

in olved than those o he

6



b) any two items maybe compared independently of all others

parameters ,(including those of the testees) than those of the"two items.

4 emphasie the desirability of requiring an evaluation system,

automated or/not, to postess the three aspects of 'objectivity, otherwise

it is likely not .to meet its goal and objectives-4-as well as not

ing, u..eful measurelients and ,evaluations.

AS faras'is known, there is only one class of measurement model
6,

(those devepped by Rasch (1960) which possess the properties of mea-:

.

surement model-objectivity. That theSe properties actually exist for

some al the Rasch models, has been shown by Rasch himself (1969), Wright

(1969), Choppin (190), and Schmidt (1969). Later in this paper we will

,
*

provi de yet, antther,demonstration. A most startling and readable'
.

Aaccount of :the Rasch s objective' features hasheen provided by

-1

Mtighe*(1968). My own account, Noonan (1972),-may be of use and con--

veniently available tb you. 1.

We, are aware ofat least two antecedeht, automated trainee eValua-

,

Lion syStems. °There are probably others, butour attention has not been

directed to ;them. The designers deserve our applausefor their pioneer-

,

'ing woriand we can.onl, Wish that the COMET system we propose could be

-1,mplemented as effectively andsuccessfully as each of4these were. The
-

first system? I refer to'as'"G1ARES;" was developet by CDR W. H. Wheeler

while

,

stationed-at the. Navy tlectronic Technician's School at the Naval

Training Center, Great Lakes,, Illinois. My documentation, Wheeler (1966)

is meager, but I did see it in operation.. I was particularly impressed

by its test teproduttionsubSystem wherein exsminationS.were quickly and

c'onveniently assembled, from the item .files.

was also excellently designed.

Its evaluation subsystem



The secendsystem was developed for the'Marine_Corps Communications

Electronics School at the MarineCorps Recruit Depot, San Diego by ET.

Richard S. Hatch, (Decisions Systems Associates, Inc., Rockville,MD).

This system is known by the acronym ATAC;,Autometic Testing and Attrition

Control and, as its name implies, coatained a Subsystem for controlling

how many, which,. and when trainees' should be attrited from the training

program..' ThiS;systeM had other excellent features as well Most parti-

cular wee'ite reporting subsyseewandthe evaluations subsystem.

Both systemS were ahead of their time, the BMM was not well known

nor computatiOnally,effective at the time oftheir design-. Their develp-P-'.

ment showS that%only"bare bones"design feetures.cap,atfirst, be iniple-

mented:but must ultimately2e augmented by:.featOres which fulfill local

requirements, overcome constraints and meet local desires. It is

.

believedthat the basic COMET syStem,', described heteia; supplies the

essential Mare hones" for many implemen ation situations

It should be mentioned here,_mOstjittingly,, that,,,my own particular

interest in this research area was substantially motivated by seeing

GLAKES!in operation, working with Dr% 1-1.tch on ATAC and being encouraged.

by CAPT 0. L. Dawson, USCG, to develop n effective COMET -like system for

the U.S. Coast Guard Training Facility New York.

My personal documentation on ATA is 4mited,'Blakely (1969), and

'Latch (1997) but, perhaps Dr; Hatch could supply additional information
. ,

if it. is needed.

moo

399
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The Binary Measurement Model

Rasch (1960) developed, essentially;, three sub-classes of a general

class of objective measurement models. I refer tafthese models as CD,

AD and SP models as 'described in Exhibit 1. Actually the AD model is,

sufficiently general t?.encompass the CD model which in turn can be

shown to mathemetlea14 encompass SR models. The BMM is the AD model

and is the one dideussed previously (Moonan, 1972). The mathematical

statement of the model is expressed in probability terms. The proba-

bility of a resporisev X(i,j) being correct, X
(iyi)

= 1, when made to theJ .

ith item, with easiness,.(i), by the nth trainee who has.coMpetency

) is given'by the expression, where j=n,

(3.) 1 I e(i); )(WY- P
. ++e(i) 'an)

-
1

Similarly, the proba'bility of an incorrect response is given by
0

(2) PDC
(1 i)

= 0 1 e(i)", Y(n)]
1 + t(i) Y(n

o

0

O

0

L.

The model isealled "Binary'because responitemsto item are only
L

. .,
_ -

allowed to be bi.nary or dichotomous. °Responses to Affective Domain
014 .

, ,

items are Usually n-ary so that the Rasch polychotomous model is more

-,appro riate for measurement under.sucb 'conditions. 'In his case, when
,

n=2, the 0D:BMM model is equtvalent to the AD sub-model which we will not i
..-...

discuss further at this time
.

The model produces "measurements" because its use permits the assign-
? 0

meat of numbers fo the "competticy of trainees. It also "peasures" the
.1

-Items since the easiness E(i), of each item .may be numerically estimated.



a,

The scale of competency has a zero point and an estimable unit of mea-
.

surement. Thus, the model, with its objective properties provides a

suitable measurement basis for.' the COMET system.

Thee BMM has two parameters, y(j) and ca). The first-we call "com-

petency" rather than the more usual "abi/itY. We prefer, the dormer

term for-training situations and have avoided the-confusion sometimes
0,

resulting from the word "ability:' The easiness parameter'estimated
fot.

.indicates hoW "easy" or- "difficult" an-item's correct response
is to

discerh fo5,a testee.

4. MOdel'Objectivity

;-9As-was pointed out tn,earlier'sectionS, Objectivity plays an impor-

14.

a tant role in the COMET,sY'Sttm:In-this secti.on we:shall examine the
/ .

t 0

model objdctivity of the BMM by.considdring the7dualistic:olonceptsand

implications Of measurement model objectivity. "These duals are listed

.Concept No. 1. The item parameters, c(i), can. be estiMated inde- '

pendently and without knowledge of-the ccmpetencyrpardmeters, yf n) , of

the persons responding to the item.

Implication No. 1. Thi easiness.scale can be Calibrated and an

easiness can be estimated independently.of the persons, and their tom-

petencieS, responding to the items. This implication isvery important

0

for the COMET system for it means we can collect itemresponses data

whomever it js convenient to do so. Items can be administerpd'in

small lets of items to persons of quite divergent competencies. 'Groups

. .

of similar persons are not requiredcto respond to the same items.

10



Concept No. 2. The competency parameters, y(n), can'be estimated
/

. .

I)

Independently and'withOut,'knowledgd of the item parameters.

J.

O
,

Implication No. 2.The competency, scale cap be calibrated and elk,

f

'competency can be measured independentlzof the items used for mdasure-
, . 4

ment: Simply, stated this means that, if desired; individualized tests
, e ,

for each trainee could be used, but' in doing so;'each trainee is mea-
,

sated on the same competency scale.

1(1).

We shall mathematically prove the two concept statemeatsfor the-

. BMM below:

According tO the;model we have the single item probabilities

(3)

,

(4)' P[X(i,n)= 0

y(n)

' and
(i) 1(r)1, ,

1
1 + c(0 '(n)

/

Consider next the probabilities associated mith the four pOssUdev

events which can occur if the jaie person, h7,, responds to two items,

arid: r To thisleriodlet....,

(5) .

p(i) = 14 e(1) Y(4).. and :DO) = 1 + t(j)', y(n) be the

(6)

kaerioniinator' terms of 'our probability expreaSions,then

(assuming respon4e indepeudence)
d

P[X(i,n) Xa,n) =

(7) P[X(i,n

D(i) -.D(0)

60.) Y(n)

kJ-) D(J) '

( P[X(i,n).
3,nyft

D(i)
) I1(n) and' lastly

O
ce

402



001.

(9) X(j,ii) = 1
E(i) y(n E(j) y(n)

D(i) D(j)

The conditidna-f probp.bility,,that the nth person gets the'ith item

.correct, givdn that be scored a totalof 1 94 both item

by the-e4uatiOnsratio (11) = :(8)/(10).where (i0)

. tion sum (10) =1 (7) +'(8).-, Thus _

o.

v '7

(B)
$

_ E(i)

(10) E(i) + e(j)

I and j isegj.ven

by the equa-'is given

-

lir which we note the. y(n) Cancels,
-

lcected responses made set of persons to itets i and j, and suppose

for we havand which ,indicates the truth of 'Concept N

that

( :2) f(i il) of them got dtem,i correct and_ item j incorrect; andA

(13) g
f(j,k) ©f them got item 1 correct and item incorrect, we note

SI

I

0 . e

, (14) g(i,j)\:1-:
.

...
f(i,j) + f(j,i) the umbet.1.16f these persons who

0 .

a

.receive a total score of\l on both of the items.

We note, additionally,-than?

r(15) estimates N El)
gki/j) . e(i) e(j).

f i) j) estimate's c(j)
(16),* e,(1.) e(j).

.

c(i)
estimates

e(j)
', further substantiatingf(i li)

(17) '
,f(j,i)

4

and



a

Eqn (17) was derived by Ra sch (1970), ChoppPin (1968), and otbera

but none, to my knoWiadge, have used this fact to develop an c(i)

.oration method, baged on the frequenay ratios.° This process krfor.im as the

Frequency Ratio Method, RIO represents the author's modest ncontri-
,

bution" to Objective.measur ene and forms a computational basis for the

COMET system. Exhibit 2'shOws some available item easiness computational
o

4

methods.

To continue our derivations consider 'an -item, 1. responded to by two

Person with' different ..cotnpetencies, y(m) and y(n).

outcomes ands their progabilities are listed belgy:

'

,

Again there are 4

'(18) \Let D (m) = 1,, +. (1.) Y(m) and D(n) ".= 1:+ c(i)

denominator terms in the probability expressions

(21) P[X(m,i) = 0, X(n, -e(i) y(n)

D(m) A(r1).

(22) P[X(m,i) =

L

The eonditional probabilit$ that the ith item was correctly responded

to by the mth person given that the total score made by the mth and nth

persons to that item was equal to 1 isgiven by'the equation ratio

(24) = (20)/(23) where (23) is given by the equation sum (23)=(20)+(21),

Ehus

e2(i) Y(m) ' Y(n)
D(m) D(n)

404.

e(i) {y(m) + Y(n) }
D(m) D( )

13

and



(24),*
(20)

(23) Y (m) + Y (n)

y(m) .

which indicates the-trAth of. Concept No. 2, for suppose we have collec e

respoli4es made to a.set of items by OrsoAs m and n and suppose X

,

(25) F(m,n) of the iteMt were correctly tesponded to by,person m

and were incorrectly responded to by.per'sort n, and

'.(26) F(n,m) o the items were correct ;y responded toy by person n

and were incorrectly,..responded tcg.bklprson m. °We also let

(27) G(m,n) = F(m,n) F(n,m) be the 'n.UMI3S:of items which were'

- 01'
''resspoilded to correctly by,Personsm -0 n.

0

Ws' can see immediately tpat
9

(28)
F(m,n)
G(m,n)

estimates.

29)
F(n,m).

estimates
( G(m,n)

k: and

11(h)on) y(n) , whereas

F(
(301 1:2111Lnam

y(n))

estimates further substan-

tiating Concept No. 2.

Rasch (1970) indicates that (30) cannot be practically used to esti-

mate y(n), sinceNthe number Of IA= used in an assessment prOgramis

uSually,much smaller than the number of testees. ConseqUently we will

,

use ano. h6r. apprOachto estimate.y(n) in the FRM or the measurement

model analysis Sub-system of:COMET, although it seems clear, that

some ,assgssment situations, number of items As sufficient if the

405
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S

number of y(n) to be estimated corresponds to the number of possible raw.

scores.
0.

. 5. The Frequen y Ratio Method (imp,

The FRM is aimathematicalcompUtational procedure designed to provide

v.
a simple estimation and goodne3s of.fit test for. the BMM parameters and

responses. It is intendep'to be an analytical component ofthesCOMET

#

system. To illustrate FRM we assume we have collected from trainee-
-

.

persons their respondes to .the available items of an item bank yonstruotedc

from the learning (training) objec 'yes of the training course and

assumed td indicate training competency if the itemare correctly

responded to by the trainees.: Our available data ern be portrayed/as the

frequenCies;of equations (12) and (13) and arrayed in,a square matrix

R(i,j.) whose main diagonal is left blank.

After portrayingthe mathematics and statistics of the. FRM we will

formulate the &omputations in two stepwise phases.

Phase I: Item easiness estimation computations.

Pha'se II: Goodness of Fit computations.

R(i,j ? .we form ratios of symmetrical elements and form the squde

matrix S(i,j). Thus

(31) R ,j) = :V? for i>j, i=j= ..e, I,
al

02) Rj,i) for j>i, j=i=1, ..., I, and
f(1,1).

('33) R(i,j) = blank for i =1, ..., I.

We'know frOm (1') that (31) estimates c(i)/e(j) and (32). estimates

c(j)/c(i) so that the.natural logarithm of (31) is

406



(34) In S(i,j) in e(i) - In e(j)

I

whereas for (32) ve have.

(35) In ) = In e(j) his e(i) -ln S(i,j)

If we sum the jt4 row ofln S(i,j) we get, after adding-and subtr*cting

I

(36) T(j) = Eln *e(i)°- I In c(j) .and let

(37) Eln e(i) = 0 for definiteness; and

ln ef-1 =
I-C1%

t(j)
E(j) = e

. .

- t(j), and, j = 1, so that

o

fl

A stepwise computational proced 4.ndicated in Exhibit 3. This
.

simple eatimation.prOcedure,,requires only e development *and, mainten-
.

e 4 2w
.

ence of, alSqUare matrix of4Tequencles whose elements are the numbers of

.
. .

:-:those persons tested on some of'tthe items and who responded correctly to

one, and only one, -oPeach pair of items presented tothem. A list of

item easiness estimation prcicedures are shown in Exhibit 2.

Eqn (39) is the culmination of the item easiness estimation phase pf

the FRM: We now proceed to develop the second phase which is intended

to provide a goodness of fit test of theresponse data to the BMA-,...0.

With (39)twe.are provided with'estimates, '.(i), of the easiness pare-

V!.

meters, (i). We intend to Use the X2 distributibn (Fisher (1948), as

g

a

the basis of our: goodness of fit test, The hypothesis tested is that

the items.. 1Wed for assessment of ( competency evoke responses in accorOance

/ 'I, ''.

with the BMM. The chi-square fob we use is

407
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48

4
(40) X2(i:j) ff(i2j) e(ipi)12/e(ii)

a

using (12) and (13) for'the f(40 observedArequencies,and substantiat-
.ft

ing (39) in (15) we define the expected frequerkes
? r

b ui,
e(i,j) = g(i,j)

E(1)

4

(41)

(42) e(ici) " g i,`,1)
,

We can svpnte x- contributions

+the following formalae

,- i>j, and, ,,,

1-N

± a(J) '

A

to the upper and lower parts with

. (43) t. [f(i,J) e(i,j))2 /e(iej , i/j, .and

(44).
=.1 -e(i,i)1 /e(5,i ) , j >1

We next add these values symmetrically into a

array by the formula

(4.5) = (i,j) +A2(j ,1,)

0

single triangular

,considered as an array with a total of I(I-2) degrees of'freedom, so

that Pere.we to cordpute a x2(k) for each item froM this table, it would

41-lave 1=2 degrfleaof freedom. We compute x2(k) feom C.(i,j) by summing

-lelements_in an "1.,-shaped" fa on according to. the following lormilla

0

k-1
(46) '

/
x2,(k) = E 1%19 + E.

j =1 i=k+1

/
,'

exceethi le tailed x7 fol. 1-2 ,rven of foedom at.f.7ho

.

se4ected/'u level, the hypothesis that thst r sponses-to the -item 141 the

, .

BMM is rejected and the item should be re! roved fromrthe COMET system.

408



Exhibit 4 shows the stepwise computations for these ,FRJA (phase II)

goodness of fit calculation6.

ik
. 6. A Numerical Example (Vbase 1)

Step
0 This iltustration Qintended to show the numerical,as ts result-

ing from applying the FRM t9 aset Of response -data. The ata
.

nated'from_the redporises of Nayal recruits to the first items of
.

tlectroAic Technician Selection Test (ETST). Origihally 9 items

.

were used but the ,8th and gth item response; were fou d not to fit the

BMM model so: th6T were omitted from the analysis. All recruits responded

/4.

to the same fi items so the data doe6 not result frcsothe "catch as catchi

41
rpspohise samplihg procedure' mentioned earls

causes no/problem in our analysis.

'The matrix' of frequencie

ITEM INCORRECT
ra

4 5

H

.

(-) 4

6
5

H
6

7

Cotnpute

This difference

210 .97. 203 .'.202 269-
I

118 157 87 163 .148 198
-

ill 160 - , 62 164 147' 205

0,

183 275 248 \- 277 247 330..

85 147 15".:-. 73 - 130 202

164 212 208 \123 210 245

,.;113 144 1418 88 164 127 -

Fre6ency Ratios R(i:j)

1 2' 3 4 5 6 a 7

1 -- 1.864 1.892 .530 '2.388 1.232. 2.381

2

3

4

5

6

. 536 - .981 .316 1.109 , -.698 1.375

. 529 1.019 - .250 1.131 .707 1.385

e 07 3.161 4.000 - 3.795 2.008' 3.750

.419 ..902 .884 '.264 - .619 1.232

. 812 1.432 1:415 .498, 1.615 - 1:929

.420 .727 .722 .267 ,812 .1518

409
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2

3.

4

"5

7

.622

7

.622 .638 -.635 ,:870 . .208 .867

-.019 -1.151 .103 h.359 .318

-.,638 .019 - 1.386 .123 -.347 .326

la ;.635 1.11 1.386 - 1.351 .697 1.321

=:870b=.j.03 -.123 -1.331 - -.480 .208

-.208 .359 347- -.697 .480

=.867 -.318 -.326 -1.321 -.208 -.657

ute TOlf t(i) and a(1)

2.570 .367, .693

4-1.730- 47 r.280

,1.313

6.521-.932 .394

"=2.699( .,386 1.471

.438 -.134. .874

-3..,697 .528 .14696

This completes Phase 1.

Phase
`2

-Goodness of Fit Test

Step
0

0 .thee(i) values,ure given above in Step; 6 of Phased ,'
-

the S(ij) matrix, containing%1(i4j) and f(j,i), is gir in.

Ste)) 1 of Phase (1).° The g(i,j) matrix is given below

.657

1

2

4

,5

6

7.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

338. 321 280 288 366 782.

. 317 362 310 360 342'

310 309 355 350
-= '350 370 418

(SyMmetrical) ;-=. 340 366
372

410
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Step

s
3

2 Expected Frequencies

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

I. 7 .

.o

1 2 3, 4 5
tk.

219.29 210.09 101.50 -195:78

.118.71.4 160.53 85.21- 165.76

110.91 156.47 71.55 163.28

178.50. 276.79 238.45 276/.05

92.23 143.31 ,145.72 73.94

1 1.85 213.1 213.14 114.95 4Z 3:28

'110.82 147.09 154.05 78.79 1 0.01

Contributions

...,

2, 3 4 5

.002 000 .200 .26\6

.004 .076 .038 .040

.00a .080 °. 1:275 .003

.113 *.112 .382 .003

:565 .053 .004
5

.012 ---'

.017 4 .124 - .562 14.050

.043 .065 :238. -1.077 :.212

Accumulate4 .X2 values

1 2 3,- 4 5

f- .Oo6 7000 .313 .831

2 .158 .050 .099'

3 1.657 .007

:015

5

'6

7

a = .05,. dfo#:= =

6 7

104.15 271.18

146.,09 194.91

141.86. 198.95

255.04 339e21

426.72 195.99.

-- 245.48

126.52

6 7
-

.023 .018

4025 .049

,,:86 \.184

' .253 .250

.085. ;184

......,, .000

.002
t 1 -

-6 7

.052 .061

.042 .114

.03 .422

.81 1.327

.002 1.077

2.322

95, 5) = 11.079 = Xo2

0.
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6 Compute x2(k)

k x2 (k)

1 1.263

.469

2.2,75

4 4.177,

, 2-.031

2.019

5.323

o -

2(k) exceeds or equals'4#

.tems.

tems are removed, it is not necesbary'toire-
':

therefore Ho is accepted

This completes Phase 2.

A

O



,

0

Type

CD

Sp

O

Tees ofTMeasureMent

a

PL

EXHIBIT 1

Models DeVeloped by Rasch (1960)

Name

.Cognitive Domain

Afrective,:Domain

Stochastic Process

o

,

Application Fields,

Measurement of Intelligence, Apti-
tudes, Competencies and Abilities

Measrement of Attitudes, Values
Notivat4.on and Interests

J.G.s

Measurement involving stochastic
prOpess observations suchas'
:reading errors

EXHIBIT 2

Item Ea iness Estimation.: rocedures

Method-Name

Least Squares,

Graphic

MaximuM 'Likelihood

Logarithmic

Frequency Ratio

Ofiginator

Bramble (1969)

Rasch .(1960)
vic

. t

Wright,and Panchapakesan (1969)

Blommers (1965)

'Noonan (1974)

cps-,
if.)Ar
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Seep

Stepwise Procedure for FRM' (Phase I)
Item Easiness' EstimatiOn CompUtations

. "I1:the itemsresponses in the item competency bank.

Organize the responses into.a square matrix S(i,j) whose,
erements are defined by (12), (13) and (14).

Compute the frpquency ratios as indicated by (31) and (32)..
Call the matrix!of ratios R(i,j).

Take the natural logafithms of the R(i,j) elements;

T(i,j)

called

4

Sum each row of the:matr ix of logarithms-and store in a
vector T(j).

'Compute t(j) ='--T(j)](0)

=Determine the easiness estimates by.the relation .t;.(j), -'=! e

'Step.

0 Given ebe easinewestimates e(i) of the itema'whose:reaponse.
fit is#desiredial)e ;tested.

EXHIBI 4

Stepwise 1:ocedure.for FRM (Phase II)
Goodness of Tit Computation

A

Specify the f(i,j)4obSeryed frequendiea as define&byeqns'.(12)
and (13) for those items as well as'g(i,j) of eqn(14).

;,..

Compute theexpected frequencies as given by (41) and (42).

Compute the X2 contribution as defined by (43) and (44).

Calculate the accumulated contributions of (45).

Select an ,a level r the pignificande test and find x

6 Compute he test statistics, x2(k), according to (46).

If x2(k)>xg:for any k,,reject Ho for those items and remove them
from the analysis. -4

If any item is remoyed, re-estimate, with FRM (Phase 1), the ;(1)

f'othe.remaining item and-r9peat stepa 1-8 until no items arit''
removed.

414(/=,
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7. Estimation of Competency

We do not consider the estImation of the competency parameter of the

BMM to be, part of the FRM although' it is apart of COMET; This arises

becapseit is usually desired to estimate competency on examination
P 0

responses resulting from administering tests composed

not all, of the available items. Since; at the time. FRM is utilized" .

£ only a fe67,
\

_these subsets have not been sel5ptedt the y(n) estimation proceSs is

delayed.

Following Wright and Panchapakesan (1969), Moonan and Covher (1973)

r.

4

have programmed a computer subroutine calle "Maxco" to estimate y<n)

from knowledge of total(scoree and the da iness of,, items on an dxamina.
.

don. This-'process uses the Newton-Raphson iteration method to esti--

d-'-.

Mate y(n) .corresponding to r,,aw score. ranging, from 1 t8 k,dir. a test

composed of k items. y(n) for rdtg scores cg-, Aa K are non-estimable,

the test being either too difficult ot'too. easy for the e*aminee.' tWe do

,,_.,---)

. .

.

know, howeVer, that the competencies are either less than the competency
t

t
associated with a raw/score of1 or greater tha the conTetency asso-

ciated with a raw score of k. The foiMula iterated iw-Maxco is

b

I

(47)
y n) k

f (Y (1)'4) +(y (n)

e (

e.(k)
k=1

0<r5k

where'r is a raw score on a test composed of k items whose easiness are

estimated bye(k) and y(n) is the comptency of pers9n n wobtained a

nraw score of r on the k items.

We have used Ma*co on the I = K = 7 items of the FRM numerical

example giving the results in Exhibit 5. a

0

4
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EXHIBIT 5

Competgncy ,Estimates .for an,- Examination .

of I = K = 7 ETST Items

Competency Est imat4

non-estimable

.153

.82

.743

1.363

Z. 628

6;469

non-estimable

The standard errors 6:f these estimates are not provided here.
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The goal Of Comeeis to provide an integrated; systematic anclebjec-
.

4 ,

tive procedure for the asSeasment of trainees in military programs which
`^

,

J
..._

is based upOn-the Rasch-iinary Measurement Model.

The entire

Itthe objoectives

.system is composed of 12 interyalated'sub-systems. and

of COMET are to identifyidesignnd operatiOndixe,tbese'

sub-syafems and ,integrate. th m :into-an-effective sy whole. V

, This paper's_centent isnot intended to accomplish all of ..that. but

is intended as the first step; viz.; the project definitionand concep-
.

toal design. phase. Actually it has done more, than: that :since the

.

development of the. FRM, showtAere was a necessary std- system without

Ich the whole'system would not,be,eificient or even feasible-. We-intend

net to ipeoi6: the essential sob-syteMPo COME and to

functions. The following sub-aystems have been identified

,&Sub --;.System For

training meedaassessment

ttanaforming.training needs
into' learning objectives

.of

training coura.a.:design

develogng test items from
learning obiectives

item response samiiling:

. data, collection

g. data analysis ',

h. examination design

i. test reproduction

j. -competency estimation

k. evaluation

control

Briaf Title

Needs.

111bjeotivea

ZdUrge

items

.-$41.41P

Data
FRM

Test

Repro ,

..leas'

Eval,

Cont



Description 'of Sub - System Eunctions

Needs

Planning the COMET system should start with the identification

of training needs. A training need is defined as the discrepency

between desired and reqUired outcomes. The important notion is

that to have a !ineed",wemust.identif and document that there is

a gap between:twb outcomes, that which is currently resulting and

that which should be resulting., A training specialist is probably

required to design and operate this sub-system.

Objecties

It is convenient and perhaps necessary to transform identified

needs into learning objective statements. There are seeralcurrent

means for doing this but none which the author cares to recommend.

.0'

The training specialist should also be helpful in this sub-system.

Course

As was previously suggested,-a training course design procedure

glitobe followed to impleident this sub-system. Probably no

bette source for this effort has been prepared other than that

of Runaquist (1967).

Items

Having designed the training course and specified learning

objectives we need to prepare items which, if answered correctly,

0

wiz reflect ,trainee competency.. This process may be significantly

shortened by utilizing items made available-from differene services

suggested by Wood (1968). Noonan (1972) provides a table Qf non-

milit behavioral objective and test item

v
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Sample

Having constructed the items for measuring competency we are

required next to administer these items, perhap$ in small lostaes,

to individu als of vatying traleilla competency. As ledic4114.iaarlier

no formal sasi44. plan is reciared but r..14ponSes maybe acquired

on a socalled "catch as catch can" basis.

Data

These responSe.data.May be recbr4ed'in, varioas ways such as

port-a-punch or mark sense cards or,by an optical Scantertorm:. An

optical scanner system together with its mini-computer appears 0

be the optimal data collection and processing'systam for COMET. The

cost) effectiveness of.this suggestion needs to be examined in any

particular application..
.

FRM

Having collected the response data it needs to be organized in

S(i,j) form and-analyzed wit'\the frequency ratio method, FR:,: in

order to estimdee the item easiaess and to test the goodness of fit

of the response. data to thel3MM. Items notfitting the model should

beexamined and purged from the item bank.

Test and Repro

A subsystem which can'design automatically,'prepara aric dupli

,cate competency examinations from the available item poal is required.

This may be done via the computer or with the clerical system used by

GLARES. This process is sometimes referred to as CA1C: Computer

Assisted Test Construction.
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Meas

Having speeifi'd the
Q
gxamination and the items therein we

.require the deyelOpment of competency,tables associated with pos-

sible raw scores on th e tests. Thiscis acCoMplished by.using

4
the Maxco iubrou ine developed 17 Moonan and Covher (1973).

Eval '42

Having made the measurements of training competency we can

use this information in a variety of ways to make evaluations

among which are .t fallowing:

a.. Trainee competency

b.. Change in traiee competency

c. Instructor capabilities
-

d. Training facility effeCtiveriess

e. Training programreffectiveness

1 '
,!

f. Program objectives

A good discussion of these and other ways that the BMM caa be

used in evaluation is given in Hiscdx (1974).

Cont

The COMET system needs tbe controlled as a systeL

effective manager who must constantlycarry out the six functions

of a manager: planning, difecting, organizing, staffing, evaluat-

ing and controlling.
.

Any operational COMET system needs to be deve pedrthrough,

systems analysis by an experienced or professional systems analyst.
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9. Expected Implementation Problems

It is.expected:that the most difficult problem'to be encountered in

implementing COMET would be to find and utilize .a syStems' analyst to

design the system for local conditions and constraints as well as to

appoint .a competent manager to monitor and manage the operational'sys-

tem. This person must possess many skills and have knowledge in te

areas of measurement, computers, ddLation, training,,systems,.etc. as'

well as the ability to' work with specialists in hose fields and with
0 6

.,mi-itarypersonnal and systems. Such competent persons are difficult to

locaze!
41,

Developing or finding items for the competency pool may be onerous but

nor. too difficult.' lnterservice cooperation should be soughtthere and

th. MTA could Tlay-a significant and helpful'role in'these matters.
,4

be designed and deWiklad[ within one ser-
pr-Ir

shared. This System:might then be used by

7

prototype COMET system might

vice and developmental costs

other interested parties.

Standard'errors of estimates of y(n) and e(i) ,are,needed but not pro-

A

.:ded in this report. Their specification is under development b...t was

-ot completed in time for inclusion in this paper. The science oAr

examination design needs better formulation so that the test sub-syster

may male use of it. There appears to be only crude rules of thumb anc

theory available in
psychometric4to assist us in this area..

All in all the practical problems do not appear too limiting,.what

is most needed is the appearance of a dynamic, resourceful, and persua-

.

leader to step forth from among our rankS and 'pursue the development
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and implementation Pf a COMET-like system within'a training facility of

his own service.

The )major conceptual design work has been shown here, but there are

many details yet to be worked out.-

10. ,Summary

This report proposed, defined the scope and outlined the 12 sub-
,

systems ofda general system called COMET whose pneral purposeis co

objectively assess the competencies attained by trainees during the

course of training yin the military service. The Measurement and evalua-

tion features Of COMET are based ona binary measqurement model created
/

by George Easch. A new analysis procedure was developed to estimate-a

parameter of the model and to test The,goodneds of fit of reggonses of

test items to the model. A numerical example of computations was prO-.

vided and practical probilems expected to be encountered during implemen-

tation are mentioned.
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